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I would like to put on record is that I am against council approving the 
early termination of the LUC's. I would like to ask council why we are 
discussing thisLUC properties .I think there are bigger issues to deal 
with like the need for low cost housing, or setting up city police 
department etc. I also believe that the change that has occurred in 
Richmond has happened far too fast and many of the members of this 
present council have been party to this. They get constant feedback 
people are not happy with this change. Approving the early termination 
is not going to change one thing. We are still going to have monster 
houses. We are still going to have issues with privacy and shade 
problems. The massing issue which is being touted is a very small 
percentage of new LUC homes, so it would seem that I am going to be 
affected by a very small group. I don't think this should happen. In 
conclusion, if council approve early termination, the possible effect on 
this change to the four thousand plus home owners will be that their 
principal investment will possibly be worth less. What builder, investor, 
purchaser will want to purchase and LUC home with this controversy 
surrounding it. I recognise that we do know if the house value will 
decrease but I don't want to gamble on it. One final question. Would 
council gamble this way with their home value. I would suggest that you 
leave the LUC term as is with an expiry in 2024. 
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